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Stanley’s Joke Corner

Hello everyone,
How are you this week?
During this really challenging time, we are so
impressed with how well our children are getting on
both at home and in school. Please do keep in touch
with any news that you would like to share.

Ms Walker’s

‘IOU A HEADTEACHER’S AWARD’

I’m going
out happen?
tonight
When
did what
FOR GREAT EFFORT WITH REMOTE LEARNING THIS WEEK
Baden Coulson
Tyler Thompson

Jessica Potter
Kian Bint

Lily Potter

Michelle Dale

Holly Butler

Alexis Patterson

Isla Hassett-Barnes

Max Shaw

Lucas Lawson

Indy Allan

Maverick Lamb

Lily Mae Dunnakey

WELL DONE! Huge thanks for your survey responses.

Tegan Thompson

Tommy Dewing

Thea Moorhouse

Mr Newton is going to share a ‘Top tips for Families,

Keira Guiney

Jacob Rhodes

George Rutley

from families!’ shortly. We hope that it will help.

Louie Peacock

Mitchell Brown

Evangeline King

headteacher@skeltonprimaryschool.co.uk

Ms Walker
REMOTE LEARNING
You have completed 14 days of remote learning.

As you come to the end of your workbooks, please
return them and exchange for new ones.

FREE SCHOOL MEAL FAMILIES

It gave me great pleasure
to award Christina in Y3 a
handwriting pen today.

Huge thanks to our kitchen and MFC for making and
delivering picnics three times a week since lockdown 3
began.
We will transfer to vouchers from Monday February
1st. Mr Woolf will be writing to you to check email
addresses next week, please check your inbox for a
message.

LATERAL FLOW TESTING
Staff in school will shortly start twice weekly lateral
flow tests. This will identify any asymptomatic carriers.
We have had just 2 bubble pops during the pandemic
and hope that every step we take will further enhance
safety precautions for everyone.

Dr,
Dr did
I’vethe
lostlittle
my memory
What
candle say to
the big candle?
When did it happen?

ART CHANNEL with Olaf Falafel that I
mentioned in my assembly can be
found at tinyurl.com/TWJ-olafart

We have had concerns
about dangerous
manoeuvres & parking
outside of school this
week.
PLEASE BE SAFE!

